For over 40 years, the “Christy” brand utility box has been the proven concrete underground enclosure for municipalities, cities, and water districts throughout the U.S.

The Christy R-Series brand high-performance composite lid includes a patented reinforced polypropylene ring combined with concrete to create the most durable and attractive enclosure lid available in the marketplace today. The Christy R-Series lid is the perfect solution for parkway, sidewalk and greenbelt enclosure applications.

NEW R-Series Composite Cover

- Substantial increase in strength and durability
- Protects against chipping and cracking.
- Ensures consistent dimensions
- U.V inhibitor ensures long life
- New marking plate provides fast turnaround for custom markings
Only concrete-composite enclosure bolt down box in the market.
Bolt down capability available with vandal proof option that cannot be removed with common tools.

Option for “bolt down” or “non-bolt down” lid
Removable Access Cap
Removable Bolt Clip

Protects against chipping and cracking
Patented Protection
Conventional Concrete

AMR/Automatic Meter Read
Meets all manufacturer’s sizing specifications

Oldcastle Precast has combined the products of Carson, Christy and Synertech to form Oldcastle Precast Enclosure Solutions, one of the largest, most innovative manufacturers in the world of enclosure products made from concrete, polymers and plastics. With a nationwide network of facilities, our products are always close at hand. Oldcastle Precast Enclosure Solutions is the global leader with the strongest, most durable materials using leading-edge technologies for designing, manufacturing and supplying enclosure products for the protection of municipal water, irrigation, electric, telecommunications, cable and transportation infrastructures.